4-Day trip to

Portugal - LISBON
DAY

DESTINATION ARANGEMENTS

day
1.

LISBON • Arrival at LISBON airport at 19.05. Accommodation in a hotel, a short rest

day
2.

LISBON • Portugal, historically, has been a significant naval force which reflected

day
3.

day
4.

• A cultural program in the evening depends on the date, time of the year
or a general arrangement (Casa da Música or Gulbenkian).
Late dinner at typical Portuguese restaurant
• Overnight

onto the wealth of the country. Therefore, the tour of the capital begins
on the coast, where the ships laden with treasures from conquered areas
• After breakfast, departure to representative Bélema, the port of LISBON.
Visiting the Monastery of St. Jerome from the 16th century (UNESCO),
the church with the grave of famous sailor Vasco da Gama.
Visit to he Maritime Museum near the Monastery. Walk along the River Tagus
seeing the monument depicting the seamen, maritime routes and individual
discoveries, The tower of Bélem (The Manueline, Portuguese late Gothic
style of building). Lunch in the area of the docks (Docas).
Afternoon visit to the Museum of the royal carriages (Museu Nacional dos Coches).
Break with coffee and cookies prepared by secret recipe in the candy store
Pasteis de Bélem. Leaving to the center of LISBON, tour of the historic Baixa,
Chiado, Bairro Alto, panoramic view from the Santa Justa elevator and from
one of the most beautiful views, Sao Pedro de Alcantara.
• A romantic dinner on the steps to Calçada Duque. Overnight.

LISBON • After breakfast early departure to the royal SINTRA (UNESCO) to visit one
(Optional ÉVORA) of the most recognizable sights of Portugal - fairytale palace of Pena

reminiscent of Neuschweinstein in Bavaria
• Continuation to the westernmost point of continental Europe - CABO DE ROCA.
Taking photographs and lunch with the view of the Atlantic and cliffs
up to 100 meters high. Drive to Lisbon. A short rest at the hotel.
Evening ride by tram no. 28 to fort Sao Jorge (Castelo) where the
view extends to LISBON. This is the spot where Vasco da Gama
was welcomed with full honors after returning from India
Walk through Alfama, the oldest district of Lisbon and late dinner with fado
• Overnight

LISBON- • After early breakfast check out and leaving to the airport
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